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Cloud computing
Cloud computing now offers businesses a new way of storing data which can often be cheaper
and more readily accessible than other methods. However, organisations need to be aware of
the risks and how to mitigate them.

Other benefits can include (but are not
limited to):

• elasticity

• self-service

• reduced IT investment

• reduced power consumption and space
requirements

• lower insurance (less equipment on-site)

• increased availability and reliability

• improved backup provision

• the easier expansion of IT provision 
as the company grows

• access to a wide range of business
applications when required.

Data protection

Under the Data Protection Act 1998 (the
‘DPA’) businesses are still responsible for
security, compliance and governance of
their data and should be mindful of the
following data protection principles:

• Principle 7: requires businesses to take
appropriate technical and organisational
measures against ‘unauthorised or
unlawful processing of personal data and
against accidental loss or destruction of,
or damage to, personal data’.

• Principle 8: states that personal data will
not be transferred outside the European
Economic Area unless that country or
territory has ‘an adequate level of
protection for the rights and freedoms 
of data subjects in relation to the
processing of personal data’.

It is important to clearly define
responsibilities with your cloud provider
and to have a service agreement in place
covering data ownership, location, storage
and use.

See our separate guide on Data Security for
more information.

Introduction

In recent years, businesses have been saving
costs by having their critical IT systems
hosted on the internet where there is no
need to buy hardware, software, backup
solutions, maintenance or support. Instead
it can be rented or used on a pay-per-use
basis. This option is appealing to many
businesses, particularly to smaller ones 
and new businesses trying to get off 
the ground.

However, half of companies in one recent
survey cited security concerns as the top
reason for not moving to the cloud.1 In
addition, nearly a quarter of companies
reported that they had experienced a
security breach in relation to cloud
computing.

Businesses should be aware that there are
important security issues around cloud
computing which need to be considered
and safeguarded against.

What is cloud computing?

Cloud computing refers to ‘the practice of
using a network of remote servers hosted
on the internet to store, manage, and
process data’.2 There are four types of
cloud environment: public, private,
community and hybrid.

If your business uses any system that stores
data online (Google docs, Flickr, Dropbox,
iCloud) or uses social networking sites
(Facebook, LinkedIn) to share information
with others you are in the cloud already.

Some common cloud service providers
include Microsoft Dynamics, Amazon
Simple Storage Service (S3), Salesforce.com,
Google Cloud Connect and RackSpace.

Accessing the cloud

Any internet-enabled device has the potential
to access the cloud, such as a computer,
tablet, smartphone or games console.

Businesses also need to purchase, maintain
and operate computer systems, operating
systems, security products, network and
broadband connectivity within the office.
Without these, it will not be possible to
access the cloud.

Security

At a minimum, security systems should
include (but are not limited to):

• a firewall to protect the internal network
from the internet

• internet security software to protect
against online attacks (eg malware,
Trojans, adware, spyware and worms).

There are essentially three types of service
delivery model provided by the cloud:

• Software-as-a-service (SaaS): one or 
more applications and data storage 
are provided to the company (the
‘subscriber’) using the cloud provider’s
computing resources. Security and
backup of the system are likely to be
handled by the cloud provider (but
remain the responsibility of the
subscriber).

• Platform-as-a-service (PaaS):
applications and data are managed by
the subscriber. Security is usually split
between the subscriber and the provider.

• Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS): the
subscriber rents computer resources
(memory, storage and network
bandwidth) from the cloud provider.
Security beyond the basic infrastructure
is the responsibility of the subscriber.

See the section on data protection for
information about data security
responsibilities.

The benefits

Businesses can benefit from lower costs,
easier budgeting and outsourcing their 
IT requirements – particularly if they do 
not have expertise in-house.

1 Avanade (2011) Global Survey: Has Cloud Computing Matured? www.avanade.com
2 e-Crime Wales (2011) What is e-Crime? www.ecrimewales.com
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The risks

Some of the risks arising from cloud
computing include (but are not limited to):

• Loss of control: over data, influence or
audit capability.

• Lack of access to data: uncertainties
around 24/7 access to data and the
ability to recover this when needed.

• Compliance breaches: lack of
compliance with security policies
and/or legal requirements.

• Data protection: location of data
(different countries have different rules)
or inadequate security of data relating 
to customers, clients and staff.

• IT misuse by insiders (in cloud
computing provider): malicious actions
by employees or inadequate training 
of cloud computing staff which
compromises data.

• Rogue or phantom clouds: bogus
clouds that are set up for criminal
purposes.

Managing the risks3

Risks need to be identified, assessed and
managed. Key issues to consider include
(but are not limited to):

• Know your provider: have you done
any due diligence on your provider to
ensure that it is legitimate and reputable?

• Confidentiality: think about this – you
are giving your data to a third party and
will have less control over it. How can
you be sure that it is kept secure and
confidential?

• Integrity: how will the integrity of your
data be assured? What safeguards are in
place to stop it being tampered with,
leaked, lost or stolen? How are security
breaches and viruses dealt with? How
often is data backed up?

• Availability: is there a business
continuity or disaster recovery plan in
place in case something goes wrong?
How can availability be maintained if the
ISP connection fails, your provider goes
bust, or you switch providers? Can you
get your data back?

• ‘Divorce proceedings’: what happens if
you and your supplier fall out? Can you
get your data back and in a form that is
useful to you?

• Compliance: think about the type of
data (personal, financial, confidential,
other) and where it is being stored. What
legislation applies and what policies and
procedures are in place to ensure
compliance? What does the contract
with the cloud provider say?

• Communication: are staff aware of your
cloud strategy? Define a clear, concise
and user-centric approach.

How to protect your business

DO:

4 Assess the risk and cost of adopting
cloud services. Compare different cloud
provider offerings.

4 Get your own house in order by
reviewing your IT infrastructure and
policies and making sure they cover
both physical and virtual computing
systems.

4 Consider your obligations under data
protection legislation.

4 Ask a number of questions of your
provider from the outset of the contract
and get written assurances about
security.

4 Maintain good links with your provider
and develop the relationship with it so
it knows what you want.

4 Build in level of access to the service
level agreement and read and fully
understand it.

4 Consider training your staff in how to
deal with your provider.

4 Establish and understand the full cost
model, including costs to restore
deleted data and/or modify applications.

4 Check what security assessments the
cloud provider performs on its systems,
the background checks it makes on its
staff (including contractors and external
suppliers), and how it manages physical
security and access control.

4 Ask if the cloud provider complies with
the ISO security standard 27001/2 and
the British Standard 25999 (business
continuity).

DO NOT:

7 Assume that the provider will protect
your data and that it will be available
24/7.

7 Leave questions of the provider
unanswered or until a problem arises.

7 Proceed with cloud computing 
unless all of your concerns are fully
documented, understood, accepted 
or mitigated.

7 Proceed without a clear and 
well-defined service level agreement.

7 Proceed without full user involvement.

7 Proceed without conducting a full cost
and benefit analysis.

7 Proceed without conducting a security
risk assessment.

Further information

Action Fraud
www.actionfraud.org.uk

Fraud Advisory Panel
www.fraudadvisorypanel.org

Get Safe Online
www.getsafeonline.org

Information Commissioner’s Office
www.ico.gov.uk

E-Crime Wales
www.ecrimewales.com

Disclaimer
Dissemination of the contents of this Fraud Fact Sheet is encouraged. Please give full acknowledgement of the
source when reproducing extracts in other works. While every effort has been made in the preparation of this 
Fraud Fact Sheet, compliance with it does not guarantee that you will not be a victim of fraud or criminality aimed
against you. The Fraud Advisory Panel and the contributors of this Fraud Fact Sheet accept no responsibility for any
action taken by parties as a result of any view expressed herein. Readers are strongly advised to seek and obtain the
appropriate professional advice on the issues raised which affect them.
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3 e-Crime Wales (2010) Cloud Computing Security Considerations? www.ecrimewales.com


